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Introduction 
The Loan Origination problem is described in Section 11 of the DMN specification 
 
The example is quite simple. It has no hierarchical data structures or collections of repeating objects to 
deal with so translating the DMN model to Corticon (and other tools) is straightforward. 
 
The main differences in Corticon are: 

1. Decision tables read vertically instead of horizontally 

2. Decision tables do not need the DMN hit policy codes (U, C+, C<, C>, C#, C-, P, A, R, F, O, N etc.) 

in order to clarify the meaning of the table. 

3. Dependency diagrams can be created automatically by analyzing the inputs and outputs of each 

decision table. 

The advantages of automatically creating the dependency diagram are: 

1. You can see the true dependencies between the decision tables (even though  a  DRD shows a 

dependency it doesn’t mean there necessarily is one) 

2. The diagram can be automatically updated whenever a change is made to any rule. 

The rule sheets are presented below, mostly in natural language form, since for the most part the 
conditions and actions are simple attributes. In a few cases the implementation is provided where more 
complex conditions or actions are involved. 
 
Other than that, the Corticon solution looks pretty much like the DMN example. 

The DMN example as documented does have a number of design flaws and some of these are discussed 
below. 
 

  

http://www.omg.org/spec/DMN/Current/


Determine Strategy 

 

Determine Bureau Call Type 

 

Eligibility 
 

 

Here we have chosen to make rule 1 very explicit about what constitute the eligibility conditions.  
The original DMN example will classify someone as ELIGIBLE even if risk, affordability and age are all 
unknown. This is probably not what we want. 
We’ve also added rules 5-7 to catch any possible invalid data (such as null or a misspelled risk category 
for example) 
There may also be several reasons they are INELIGIBLE and we may want to know all of them, not just 
the first. Corticon will execute all applicable rules. Also in Corticon rule statements can be attached to 



the rules to provide both the reasoning behind the rule and appropriate audit trail explanatory 
messages: 

 
In the case of rule 3 for example we could go further and actually calculate and display the maximum 
amount that would be considered affordable. This would be much more helpful to the customer than 
simply saying the loan is not affordable. 

Pre-Bureau Risk Category 
These rules could have been represented as a single decision table but splitting them based on the 
different handling of new and existing customers produces more manageable tables and also allows for 
easier divergence in the future. Maybe in the future we might consider some different attributes for 
existing customers (like how long have they been a customer) which would not apply to a new 
customer. 

 

 

Observation 

Interestingly, existing customers can be DECLINEd at this point but new customers, at worst, receive a 
HIGH risk. And existing customer can never receive a VERY LOW risk. Perhaps this reflects a desire to get 
more new customers rather than to grant loans to existing customers? Or perhaps this is not what we 
intended? 
Also, it does seem a little counter-intuitive that a higher risk score actually represents a lower risk 
category! Maybe the name of the attribute or the scoring mechanism should be changed to avoid the 
cognitive dissonance. Perhaps instead of “risk” we should use “confidence” so when confidence score is 
high then the risk category is low. 



 
 

Determine Applicant Risk Score 
We have opted to score each factor (age, marital, employment) separately in order to get better 
visibility of each factors’ contribution. It also makes it easier to add new factors as desired. Also in order 
to make each decision table complete, any input value not mentioned in the DMN spec will result in a 
risk score factor of zero. 

Applicant Age Risk 

 

Applicant Marital Status Risk 

 

Applicant Employment Risk 

 

If it should turn out that no other values should occur in the input data then we can use rule 5 to issue 
an error message. In general it’s a good practice to cover such situations even when the business users 
say “oh, that will never occur”.  Sooner or later it will and a suitable error message can avoid hours of 
tedious debugging. As a rule modeling  best practice, every rule should have an appropriate rule 
statement that explains what happened. 



Applicant Total Risk Score 

 

New risk factors can be added in here, as required.  
We also have the ability here to add weighting factors if that becomes necessary. 
 

Routing 

 

Again we’ll opt to have Corticon report all reasons for DECLINE or REFER, not just the first and we’ll also 
make the ACCEPT rule explicit. Note that the original DMN example allows nulls for bankruptcy and 
credit score and this could be another source of ambiguity. 

 

 

  



Post Bureau Risk Category 
Again these are split to explicitly recognize the different handling of new and existing customers. 
Once again only new customers can possibly get a VERY LOW risk category. 

New Customers 

 

Existing Customers 

 

Determine Affordability 

 

Implementation detail 

This rule sheet creates an in-memory lookup table of the risk categories and their corresponding 
contingency factors. This approach makes it very easy to switch to an external database that contains 
these values if necessary 



 

 

 

The pre-bureau affordability is handled in the same way. Both make use of the same common lookup 
table to get the contingency factors appropriate to the pre or post bureau risk category. 
The filter is what locates the correct factor by matching the lookup table row to the risk category. 

Implementation Details 

 



Determine Required Monthly Payment 

 

Implementation Detail 

 

The calculation of the payment could be accomplished by a call to an external function. In this case we 
have chosen to provide the detail of how the calculation is done in the rule sheet itself. 
Note that Corticon will automatically determine the correct order of execution of these statements 
based on the dependencies between them. The rule author doesn’t need to worry about that. 
 

  



Rule Sheet Dependency Diagram 
In Corticon, diagrams can be generated automatically to show the dependencies between the various 
rule sheets. Each box in the diagrams below is an individual rule sheet (decision table). 

Strategy 

 

Routing 

 

 



Test Case 

 

  



The associated audit trail that explains how the result was determined is as follows: 

 

Each line starts with [decision table name, rule number] 

 


